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     Let us take a moment to acknowledge the 
traditional land of the Indigenous People we 
are on, the custodians of this land upon which 
we meet, learn and live and that we may learn 
the truths of their people and the intersection 
of our similarities and our differences. 
     May we respect the elders, the knowledge 
keepers, storytellers and medicine people, 
who hold the traditions of the past and teach 
for the future. Together we can live in 
harmony. 



Who Am I?

Why do I need to understand Self-Reg?



Who Am I?

- Is my child struggling to self-regulate?
- Am I struggling to self-regulate?

- How is my child connecting to me?
- How am I connecting to my child?



              *Pause*
Take a few seconds to 
reflect what you know, 

about Self-Reg and what 
you want to find out.

Write it down!



Shanker Self-Reg
Self-Reg is a powerful method, 

developed by Dr. Stuart Shanker, 

for understanding stress 

and managing energy flow 

to promote self-regulation. 



  Look or sound familiar? 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R3a8535n3-g


Misbehaviour vs. Stress 
Behaviour

Mis-
behaviour

The key to misbehaviour is that the child could 
have acted differently; that she was aware that 
she shouldn’t have done something, and was 
perfectly capable of acting differently.

Stress 
Behaviour

The key to stress behaviour is that the child is 
not fully aware of what she is doing, or why: she 
has limited capacity to act differently. Usually in 
maladaptive ways.

Stress behaviour is caused by too a high stress-load. 
➢ The big challenge in doing Self-Reg is figuring out why 

the child’s stress is so high.





Let’s Start at The Beginning!



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P3JH_EGBTFM


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Op00acwAj78
















           Zappers
Take a second to write down some 

of your zappers!



h

https://soundcloud.com/rounder-records/raffi-take-a-breath-the-self-reg-song
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbnBrL5wScY


   Allostatic Overload
               What happens when it’s too much?







Created by Julie Smith 
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Thayer Matrix



Laura Cesaroni



Red Brain- Blue Brain Balance





Whatever baby feels, parent/caregiver feels. 
Whatever parent feels, baby feels. It’s like 
an internet connection that is high speed but 
comes with data connectivity issues that 
happen,………… just when you need the service 
the most!



When did we start having regular power outages? 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N9oxmRT2YWw


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=En71yKzcGW0


The Contagion Effect



Maybe it’s time to change the narrative?



Co-regulating
Lend your calm, not your chaos.













How Can We Help? 



Let’s put this all into practice!

Scenario 1-   Difficult Entry to 
                     Childcare/school

Scenario 2-  Transition from one custodial 
                     parent to another

Scenario 3-  Naptime challenge

Scenario 4-   Real scenario. Is anyone wanting    
                     to scare a troubled time? Have  
                     questions?
Let’s brainstorm together using our understanding 
of stressors and the 5 step Shanker Method.





Or a bad parent.



We don’t teach Self-Reg, we model it.
Gail Molenaar



Free Online Resources  
www.self-reg.ca

Infographics

Viewpoints and Blogs

Self-Reg Graphics



Please considering taking a moment to offer insight 
into this learning today!

Miigweech, Marsi, Merci, Thank you!

https://forms.gle/wgTad1r9sHn1ooqj8

Evaluation

https://forms.gle/wgTad1r9sHn1ooqj8


• www.self-reg.ca

• General Inquiries - info@self-reg.ca

• Twitter - @Self_Reg

• www.wanderwildwonder.com

• @WildLearning1-Twitter

• @wanderwildwonder1 - Instagram

• Wander Wild Wonder - Facebook

Contact Info

www.wanderwildwonder@gmail.com

mailto:info@self-reg.ca
http://www.wanderwildwonder.com

